The Ethical Hacker Network

Daemon - A Contest

The Next 20 ChicagoCon Registrants Receive a
Free Copy of Daemon (Verdugo Press 1st Edition)

Daemon by Daniel Suarez (former pen name Leinad Zeraus) is not only a self-publishing success story but also a work
that has been endorsed by hackers the world over. Read the EH-Net review and the first four chapters in their entirety.
Due to the success of this electronic grassroots movement, Daemon has been acquired by the Dutton imprint of Penguin
books. Dutton plans on publishing a new edition of Daemon in hard cover that will be highly promoted and includes new
material. Part of that marketing agreement means that Verdugo Press can no longer sell the first edition. As luck may
have it, EH-Net still has 20 copies. The next 20 people to register for ChicagoCon's 2-Day Ethical Hacking Conference
for just $100 will each receive free copies of what is now a collectible. The 20 winners will pick up their prizes when they
check-in on Oct 31. On that same day, we will simultaneously announce the details of a contest at ChicagoCon and right
here on EH-Net. Essential clues to this technical challenge are contained in the book. While it may now be difficult to find
copies of this book, all are welcome to participate. Team play is also encouraged.

We are proud to have been part of the Verdugo circle of friends and their continued support of us in return. Dutton is also
very excited about having the EH-Net Community involved in not only the new edition of Daemon but also the upcoming
sequel, FreedomTM. Many of you know that ChicagoCon&rsquo;s catch phrase is, &ldquo;White Hats Come Together in
Defense of the Digital Frontier.&rdquo; In addition to having Mr. Suarez to thank for that handy bit of literary brilliance, he
will also have a part in the contest itself. At stake are signed, pre-released copies of the new hardcover Edition of
Daemon. When the details of the contest are released on Oct 31, you will have the entire month of Nov to hand in your
answers. But don&rsquo;t wait until the last minute as the first 3 to submit correct answers will be declared the winners.
In early December we will publish step-by-step tutorials on how to solve the riddle. Should be fun, educational and
rewarding.

for ChicagoCon Conf Only Tickets just $100
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